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Provisos for a Contact Tracing App
The route to trustworthy digital contact tracing
On 20 April 2020 the Ada Lovelace Institute
published Exit Through the App Store? a rapid
evidence review of the technical considerations
and societal implications of using technology
to transition from the COVID-19 crisis.1

Two important aspects of this mitigation are
the trials proposed and underway: an alpha
trial underway at RAF Base Leeming to test the
technology,3 and a fuller trial announced on the
Isle of Wight.4

Based on the existing evidence, we found that:
1) the significant technical limitations and deep
social risks of digital contact tracing outweighed
the value offered to the crisis response and
2) extensive work would be required to overcome
these issues and justify any roll out.

A swift move to test and trial is a valid approach,
to explore whether a digital contact tracing
app can overcome the numerous technical
and practice limitations we raised in our rapid
evidence review, and to build evidence for
experimental approaches to supporting the UK’s
response to COVID-19.

In the last fortnight more information about design
choices for the NHSX Contact Tracing App
has come into the public domain. Key elements
include that it: will be voluntary, will be initially
reliant on self-reported data, will enable users
to upload data to a centralised database and may
expand in functionality after launch.
While there has been little public transparency
over the details of the NHSX tool to date,
we understand that NHSX, PHE, DHSC and
others involved are making considerable efforts
to consider and mitigate some of the issues
we identified in our report.2
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Effective deployment of the NHSX Contact
Tracing App will be contingent on public trust,
as it depends on 80% of smartphone users
downloading, using and adhering to the app and
its directives to suppress the epidemic.5
Trustworthiness will require not only technical
performance and data governance, but
independent scrutiny, accountability and
transparency. There will be no second
chances: mistakes may undermine future uses
of technology to deal with the crisis, and trust
in NHSX/Government public health strategies.
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Route to NHSX Contact Tracing App
Deployment

•

In spite of the challenges outlined above,
Government has been building momentum6
around launch and national roll out of the app,
which they expect to commence by mid-May.7 It is
vital that NHSX has the space to undertake the
testing and research needed to ensure that any
roll out will be technically effective and safe to use.
For the app to be trusted and useful in managing
transition from lockdown and suppressing the
virus, Government must now be building the policy
and legislative frameworks and accountability
structures that need to be in place before launch.
We outline some key milestones that have to be
met below.
The Government, with support of Parliament,
must build the legislative and policy structures
to underpin and surround the app, including:
1. Publicly set success criteria and outcomes
Articulate clear, measurable goals for the
contact tracing app’s deployment that
communicate precisely how it will aid the UK’s
COVID-19 response, and what the indicators
of success are.

•

Legal and technical sunset clauses must be built
into the design of new powers and technologies.
Government must advance primary legislation
regulating the processing of data by both public
and private sector actors in the use of technology
to transition from the crisis. Government must
encourage privacy-by-design in technical
implementations and must choose privacypreserving protocols to underscore technical
measures. Legislation must:
•

2. Articulate broader strategy and
policy framework
•

•
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Sufficient capacity for diagnostic testing
and manual contact tracing, in particular
for those segments of the population who
are digitally excluded because of their age,
disability, vulnerability, device ownership
or digital literacy.

Policy commitments and public guidance
to support adherence, for example job
protections and income support for those
(repeatedly) instructed to self-isolate
Cooperation in regions where there is regular
cross-border travel into and from jurisdictions
that are developing their own digital contact
tracing apps (for example, Northern Ireland
or Gibraltar), either through joint guidance
on which app to use or interoperability
of systems.

3. Implement primary legislation and oversight
mechanisms

•

There must be extensive, detailed policy
commitments developed to support individuals’
adherence to the app’s recommendations (to test
or isolate) which will need to include:
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Limit scope creep, by setting out precise
purposes for data processing, who has access
to data and for what purpose.
Require the deletion of data after specified
periods, with exemptions from deletion
of anonymised data for use in research
Prevent discrimination by prohibiting the
use of data:
a. as evidence in the adjudication
or imposition of civil or criminal sanctions
b. in proceedings or adjudications relating
to visa or immigration status or rights
c. in family or child proceedings
d. in any other types of legal proceedings
e. to support any actions for denial of welfare
or other public or social benefits
f. shared with employers or insurers without
the freely given consent of the individual
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g. by an employer to terminate or alter
the existing conditions of employment
or service
h. in a way that would be illegal under the
Equality Act 2010.
•
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2. Complete and make public data governance
and ethical assessments
•

Prohibit the development of third-party
contact tracing apps and uses of contact
tracing data.

Similar legislation is being considered in Australia8
and Finland9.
Government must also ensure the ICO has the
appropriate remit and capacity to oversee data
use, and to require the performance, publication
and approval by the ICO of a Data Protection
Impact Assessment (DPIA).
NHSX, PHE and the research community must
publicly demonstrate the efficacy of the app,
as follows:
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Modelling and controlled localised trials of the
app must demonstrate that its technical
functionality is effective. The Bluetooth
technology must be shown to be successful
in detecting and alerting users to ‘contact’ with
an appropriate rate of both false negatives
and positives.

The Ethics Advisory Board (EAB) appointed
to assess and advise on ethical implications
of the contact tracing app should make public
their composition, attendance, remit and
papers. Data Protection Impact Assessments
should be published and iterated based
on open scrutiny.

3. Publish evidence and strategy to ensure
uptake and adherence
•

•

1. Undertake and publish evidence
to demonstrate the technical functionality
of the app
•
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•

There is currently a lack of evidence
to suggest there will be sufficient uptake and
engagement with the app, and most other
countries have failed to surpass 20% uptake
where they have voluntarily deployed contact
tracing apps.10
There is little evidence to understand likely
adherence with the app, nor to anticipate
how the use of an app might affect related
behaviours (impact on social distancing
measures for example), or whether a very
low rate could actually be harmful due
to misplaced trust.
It will be particularly important to demonstrate
strategies to mitigate uneven take up which
might exacerbate existing inequalities
or vulnerabilities.11
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Government must be transparent about the
technical measures under consideration
in advance of their deployment.
Effective deployment of technology to support
the transition from the crisis will be dependent
on widespread public trust and confidence in the
interventions listed above, in particular:
1. Given the novelty and urgency of the situation,
it is critical that a contact tracing app is not
deployed until can be scrutinised and debated
by a diverse range of experts.
•

The Ada Lovelace Institute has called for the
creation of a Group of Advisors on Technology
in Emergencies (GATE) to complement SAGE,
to examine the evidence base for the app’s
use, assessed likely impact and recommended
deployment.12 Open debate and scrutiny
must be encouraged, to increase trust and
raise public awareness of the complexity
of the issues.
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3. Public communication must be informed
by experts13 to ensure users understand the
app’s purpose, the quality of its evidence, risks
and limitations, users’ rights as well as how
to use the app.
Once the terms set out in legislation are triggered,
sunset clauses must be enacted to cease
operation of the app and enact data deletion and
retention policies.
Without this, the public cannot be confident that
the ethical considerations and data governance
of the app are robust, trust in the app will
be undermined, and uptake and engagement with
the app decreased.14

2. There must be a phased implementation plan
for the deployment of the contact tracing app,
where consistent monitoring and evaluation
informs successive phases of deployment,
according to the articulated aims and
legislative framework. GATE must be given
the opportunity to evaluate and advise
on successive phases.
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